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Shaping Cultural Understanding 
through pre-Columbian Artistic 
Heritage and Modeling Techniques
Learning Objectives
The purpose of this lesson is to teach students about a different culture that 
they would have otherwise not been exposed to at a young age. By examining 
pre-Columbian ceramics and creating their own ceramics, students will 
develop skills on how to appreciate and better understand the traditions of 
cultures besides their own while learning about fields of study that may be of 
interest to them in the future.
Vocabulary 
Art History: the study of development and changes of art over time. 
Anthropology: the science of human beings and especially of their physical characteristics, their 
origin, their environment and social relations, and their culture.
Archaeology: the science that deals with past human life as shown by fossil relics and the monuments 
and tools left by ancient peoples.
Indigenous Peoples: relating to or being a person who are the original, earliest known settler of a 
region, or are their descendants
Artifact: a handmade object, as a tool, or the remains of one, as a shard of pottery, characteristic of an 
earlier time or cultural period, especially such an object found at an archaeological excavation.
Artifacts
What’s in the collection?
While, there are many different types of artifacts in the collection we will be focusing on the human figurines today. Below are some other 
types of artifacts in the collection!
George and Louise Patten collection of Salem Hyde papers and cultural artifacts.MS-022-01-02-035. University of Tennessee at Chattanooga Special Collections. https://findingaids.utc.edu/repositories/2/resources/32. Accessed March 24, 2021.
pre-Columbian Panamanian 
polychromatic ceramic vessel





pre-Columbian human head figurine
Provenance
*PROVENANCE: PLACE OR SOURCE OF ORIGIN
What we know
Most of the artifacts from the George and Louise Patten collection of Salem 
Hyde papers and cultural artifacts span from the coastal region of Ecuador. We 
know that Salem Hyde went on many archeological excavations and due to this a 
lot of the artifacts do not have context. (Context is very important in archeology
and anthropology because without knowing where these specific artifacts came 
from it’s hard to understand why these indigenous people were using them.)
Where are these 
artifacts located?
Quito- Capital of Ecuador 
Fun Fact!- Many of the pineapples 
Americans consume every day are 
grown in Ecuador
How are they 
made?
In pre-Columbian times, people did not use kilns (large 
ovens used to harden ceramics); rather they used an open 
fire or a pit in the ground to fire pottery. Potters did not 
use any type of glaze, but they did burnish (rub) the 
surface of their pots with stones to harden and waterproof 
their creations. Ancient peoples often employed the 
coiling method to create pots and other bowls. This 
method has been used to shape vessels for many thousands 
of years and this technique has been used in a wide range 
of places from Africa to Greece and from China to New 
Mexico.
Figurines were often times made from molds and little is 
known about this technique or use. This method has been 
traced back and has been used for at least 2,000 years.  
Mask Mold*
Jasmin, Michael, and Jarretta Lobell. Mask Mold. n.d. Archeology.org. 
https://www.archaeology.org/issues/277-1711/artifact/5994-artifact-




Making salt dough clay! Once we are done making salt dough, you can either make a clay model of 
yourself or one of your classmates. 
Create a Vessel with the Coiling Method 
